The last three decades have seen a considerable activity in the subject of partition of energy for conservative systems. The topic going back to a first mathematically rigorous result in Lax and Phillips' book [4] has quickly developed into a subject of functional analytical interest. The central issue is familiar from the analysis of various conservative physical systems which display the property that kinetic energy tends to equate potential energy (equi-partition of energy). The mechanism providing this feature has been analyzed extensively. A crucial observation in the problem's resolution that can be traced back to Goldstein and Sandefur [2] is that the property of equi-partition of energy is due to the particular structure of certain operator matrices. The partition results then take on the form of equal partition of the contributions of the components to the complete (energy) norm of the solution of an associated evolution equation. Two different main paths have been taken to lead the topic closer to a satisfactory conclusion, (compare, however, the results of [S] for a different generalization of independent interest). One path is limited to particular 2 x 2 operator matrices composed of not necessarily commuting operators which, however, covers a wide range of physical phenomena [7] . The size limitation is basically due to the intention of avoiding unmotivated and awkward commutator relationships. Another path of investigation can be developed by pursuing the question of partition of energy for larger operator matrices by making the sacrifice of assuming that all operators constituting the matrix commute, compare [2, 6] . The considerations in [6] seem to give a fairly far-reaching answer to the problem in question. The involvement of discrete Fourier transforms in this context, however, seemed to be mysterious and an explanation of this fact could not be provided. The present considerations will address precisely this point. It turns out that based on an idea that has been developed by D. Goldstein-Costa [3] to obtain 110
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UNIFORMLY PROPAGATIVE OPERATOR MATRICES
We shall start our investigation by defining first what we mean by an abstract uniformly propagative system. We shall be concerned with the asymptotic properties of the solution of an evolution equation of the form o= iAU, (1.1) where A is a selfadjoint operator on the direct Hilbert space sum X = @YE, H of N copies of a Hilbert space H, the dot ' is indicating differentiation with respect to the time parameter and i denotes the imaginary unit. Let zj denote the canonical %-orthogonal projection on the jth component of #, j= 1, 2, . The type of operator matrices we shall be concerned with have the distinction that the entries are commuting, normal operators; i.e., A$A, = A,A$, and the spectral families of the A, commute, j, k = 1, 2, . . . . N. Therefore, the entries of the operator matrices can be thought of as being generated by a particular selfadjoint operator C. For practical purposes it is, however, preferable to assume that the Alk are actually given as Bore1 functions of a particular family C= (C,),, 1, 2,,,,,J, JE N, of selfadjoint, commuting operators in H,
so that A is actually a function A(C) in the sense of spectral theoretical function calculus. Mu&dimensional spectral theory now provides the 505/89/l-8 means to discuss these operator matrices in terms of numerical matrices involving dependence on J real parameters [8, 93 . We may write (1.4) for UED(A), where Z7(12)=ZI,(n,) . ..l7.(2,), Uj being the spectral family associated with the selfadjoint operator C,, j= 1,2, . . . . J. The integration should be understood in the usual spectral theoretical sense. The class of operator matrices that we will discuss may now be characterized in terms of the selfadjoint matrix A(I) or alternatively with respect to the operator matrix A(C). If a property holds for any I E [w-' with the possible exception of a null set in the sense of the spectral measure associated with the family C, we shall say that this property holds for C-almost every J E RJ. In general, any operator matrix with Bore1 functions as entries will be called generated by C. We shall make the following general assumptions about the operator matrix A(C).
Assumptions. (a) The rank m,(n) of the eigenprojection P,(n) associated with the jth eigenvalue n,(n) is equal to a constant mj for C-almost every Iz E IV, j= 1, 2, . . . . K, where K is the total number of eigenvalues. Here we presume that the eigenvalues are counted in, say, increasing order so that n,(n) < Ak + i(n) for C-almost every ;1 E IV.
(b) Associated with eigenvalue ,4,(A), 2 E IwJ, there is a selfadjoint operator /ii(C) by virtue of the spectral theorem. We assume that
For a selfadjoint operator W to be a Riemann Lebesgue operator means that exp( it W) + 0, in the weak operator limit as t + &co. A sufficient condition for W to be Riemann Lebesgue operator is that W has only absolutely continuous spectrum, [l, 71. We shall call an operator matrix A satisfying Assumptions (a) and (b) a (strongly) uniformly propagative operator matrix. The term "uniformly propagative" has been introduced by C. H. Wilcox [lo] for a class of systems of partial differential equations. These systems, featuring distinct eigenvalues of the symbol matrix having constant multiplicity and constant algebraic sign, are known to have partition of energy properties [3] . The assumption that A(C) is a uniformly propagative operator matrix guarantees similar features for the abstract case of an operator matrix and is imposed throughout this paper.
PARTITION OF ENERGY
As a first result we derive the analogue of the partition of energy result presented by D. Goldstein-Costa in [3] for a uniformly propagative system in the abstract setting developed here. THEOREM 1. Let M(C) be an arbitrary (N x N)-operator matrix generated by C and defined on all of 2'. A weak solution U(t)=exp(itA(C)) U,, UO~ 2, of (1.1) satisfies the following asymptotic property :
ProoJ Since A(C) is uniformly propagative we have for the solution operator exp( itA( C)) the representation exp(itA(C)) = i exp(itA,(C)) Pi(C). /=I (2.2) Observing that (scalar Borel) functions of C commute with any operator matrix generated by C, we see
Note that the operator matrix P,(C) associated with the eigenprojection Pj(2) is a projection that does not necessarily commute with another operator matrix generated by C.
Since (exp(ilnj(C)))j is a family of unitary operators with adjoints (exp( -i~n,(C)))~, we may proceed to calculate
General Assumption (b) now yields that the mixed terms vanish asymptotically. Therefore,
which proves the statement of the theorem. 1
Theorem 1 gives a large class of asymptotic results. Of particular interest is the choice rcj for M(C). In this case one speaks of partition of energy, since the asymptotic contribution of the components Uj(t) = zj U(t) of the solution U(t) to the "energy" d = I( U( t)ll * -11 U,lI 2 is under consideration. Note that due to the selfadjointness of A(C) we have in fact energy conservation. Going in a different direction for the process of specialization we can basically recover Goldstein-Costa's result. Note, however, that the partition of energy result in [3] is given in terms of Radon transforms. Here we shall use the Fourier transform to establish the analogous result. The family C of selfadjoint commuting operators is in this context specialized to the family (id), where 8 is the family of partial derivations (a,),. It is easily checked that i8 is indeed a family of commuting, selfadjoint operators in the Hilbert space H = L2( RN). We obtain The result follows as a specialization of Theorem 1 if one observes that the eigenvalues n,(n), k= 1,2, . . . . K, of A(1) are always distinct, and algebraic functions of I E R" -(0) homogeneous of degree 1 such that (/i,(J)-n,(J)) has no zeros for j# k, [lo] . As a consequence we have that by the Riemann Lebesgue Lemma
as t + fco, for any integrable function f: Since the Fourier transform 9 is a spectral representation associated with ia, (1.11) implies Aj(ia) -A,(ia) is Riemann Lebesgue operator for j # k, (2.8) where j, k = 1, 2, . . . . N. Thus the result follows from Theorem 1, since A(3) satisfies all required assumptions. 1 Remark 1. The result in [3] is presented in a slightly different way. The proof makes use of the Radon transform. The above derivation uses only the Fourier transform. The link to the presentation in [3] can be established by observing that the projections Pj(ia) may be expressed by using the Radon transform. Of course, any other unitary transform of H= L2( W") could also be used. It should be clear from the formulation of Theorem 1 how a more careful application of this result would in fact generalize the example of Corollary 2 to operator matrices A(8), M(i8) with pseudo-differential operators as entries. We shall, however, not expand on this, since the purpose of this paper is of a more general nature.
Another line of reasoning we shall, for sake of brevity, not further elaborate on is the discussion of analogous asymptotic statements using Cesaro means, compare, e.g., [6] . This type of results is easily obtained by similar calculations as for the point-wise convergence results emphasized here. General Assumption (b) can in this case be weakened to define what we suggest to call weakly uniformly propagative operator matrices by assuming as t + fco. The fraction pi of the total energy 8 = 11 U,ll' is in general dependent on the choice of the initial datum U0 E X -(0). A case where this becomes particularly evident is when A(C) is diagonal, so that the system completely decouples.
EQUI-PARTITION OF ENERGY
In our next theorem we shall see that those cases that have received more attention in past research display the typical behaviour that the asymptotic ratios pj, j= 1,2, . . . . N, are independent of the initial value U,EZ-(0). Moreover, the left-hand side of (3.7) has block diagonal structure so that by comparison with the right-hand side of (3. The result is clear from (3.10) and (3.1). 1
We may now rephrase the outcome of Theorem 2 in conjunction with Corollary 2.1 to obtain our next result. As an immediate consequence we now obtain (b) from (3.15). 1 Remark 2. In view of (c) we mention that in [6] a class of numerical matrices V(C) = V with property (3.10) has been discussed. For any positive integer N the Vandermondian I', = (exp(2rri(k -1 )(j -1)/N)),,, of the roots of unity of order N (Fourier matrix) has this property and so do the Kronecker products for any (integer) factorization g102 ... or of N, cr = (a,, cr2, . . . . a,), cj 3 2, j= 1, 2, . ..) r. Multiplication by unitary diagonal matrices and by permutation matrices lead to trivial variations that do not affect the partitioning property. It is clear that the possible dependence of V(C) on C must be severely limited. As has been pointed out to the author by G. Walter and several collegues on ILAS-NET, in particular the so called Hadamard matrices satisfy the conditions imposed, thus showing that a solution of the problem to describe the class of all unitary matrices satisfying condition (3.10) is rather non-trivial.
